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1. INTRODUCTION TO HUNGARY

Hungary IN SHORT
Capital and largest city

Budapest

Official languages
Ethnic groups (2011)

Hungarian
83.7% (98%) Hungarians
14.7% Not stated
Parliamentary republic
National Assembly

Government
Legislature
Foundation
- Foundation
895
- Christian kingdom
1000
- Secession from Austria-Hungary 1918
- Current republic
23 October 1989
Area
- Total
- Water (%)
Population
- June 2012 estimate
- Oct 2011 census
- Density
GDP (PPP)
- Total
- Per capita
GDP (nominal)
- Total
- Per capita
Genie (2008)
HDI (2013)
Currency

93,030 km2
0.74%
9,942,000
9,937,628
2
107.2/km
2011 estimate
$195.640 billion
$19,891
2011 estimate
$140.303 billion
$13,045
24.96
0.831
Forint (HUF)
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2. FINDINGS OF NATIONAL/REGIONAL INVESTIGATION
OF FOOD WASTE AND FOOD RECOVERY
2.1. Please, generally sum up the data, figures and statistics of the waste
generated (if data are available) and of existing practices for recovery by
your own investigation on national level, for example by desktop
research, from internet and from publications, from official statistics and
so on.
The only official statistics of food waste known to us is the EU’s EUROSTAT data
(see table below). According to this, total food waste in Hungary was 1,8 million
tonnes (2006): 1,15 mt wasted in manufacturing, 0,4mt by households and 0,3mt
by other sectors.
The Hungarian Foodbank Association in 2012 collected 411 tonnes of excess food
from manufacturers and 286 tonnes from distribution chains (supermarkets). Most
of this was canned vegetables (27%), milk products (16%) and fresh vegetables
(12%).
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3. EXISTING MATERIALS IN YOUR COUNTRY
3.1. Is there any kind (online, personal, school etc.) of education and
information available for charities or companies about food waste in
your country?

In 2012 the Hungarian Foodbank Association developed a website
(http://www.eselytazetelnek.hu/) and conducted a campaign about food waste
reduction. Both the website and the campaign was directed to households, the
website to adults, the campaign both to adults and primary school students. The
website contains information on:
 what food waste is,
 how it is created, what are the sources and quantities worldwide and in
Hungary,
 detailed advise on how households and consumers can reduce the quantity
of food waste,
 there is an application for smart shopping list, another application for
recipes for food rest, a game for remembering what food we already have
at home and a downloadable table for measuring food waste at home.
As part of the programme we reached about 5000 children with age-specific
messages and games delivered on classes. The programme also involved food
collections in the participating schools.
On the roadshow (also part of the programme) we reached 4000 people and
showed them how to use leftovers for cooking.

Since 2010 the Association of Conscious Consumers organises EcoTeams: small
groups of consumers meet for 9 weeks, discuss options for greening their
households and lifestyles, make changes and measure the results. Food waste is
one of the issues covered. Up to now the programme reached over 600
households and resulted in 27% decrease of food waste.
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4. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF NEEDS ANALYSIS
Please, translate all answers received and add all of your result from online
questionnaires into common online tool online.
companies: docs.google.com/forms/d/1RMr2p0oGSi9qnUmBQhNiFn46jlIHBlu7A_Ok8MmhGY/viewform
charities:
docs.google.com/forms/d/132whnb9_bJA41RxBEax2eAGSXqF4Jv_b9s3PFDqP2Y/viewform
4.1. If not included in the questionnaire online, please provide all translated
answers to open questions. Preferably, please include them in the
questionnaire (because in that case we can see which organisation gave
which text type answer).
see questionnaire excel

Charities
4.2. Methodology
4.2.1. What was your research methodology in getting data from
charities? Please describe in detail (eg. where you got the list of
charities from, how did you contact them, how did they provide
data etc.)
4.2.2. How easy was it to get information?
We created a google questionnaire in Hungarian and sent the link to some 70 of
our partner organisations to fill it in. 42 of them answered (9 national, 22 local
organisations, 10 local governments or their institutions), so it was quite easy to
obtain data.
4.3. What is your general impression: what are the major fields where they
need development, learning?
4.3.1. What are those they are really interested in, keen on learning
about?
Their greatest problems and concerns are: logistics and infrastructure
development, how to increase quantity of food received and donated. They would
also like to improve trust between them and the food donors.
Majority do not even comply with basic food safety requirements.
4.3.2. What are those that they already know very well and do not
need to learn about?
They are least interested in accounting information, what to include in donation
contract. In several cases lack of interest is possibly due to ignorance of the
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importance of issue (e.g. food safety); therefore the training should also include
some attitude development features in these topics.

Companies
4.4. Methodology
4.4.1. What was your research methodology in getting data from
companies? Please describe in detail (eg. where you got the list
of companies from, how did you contact them, how did they
provide data etc.)
4.4.2. How easy was it to get information?
We selected 21 of the pool of our most active corporate partners. We sent them an
email introducing the project and asking for a 30 minutes phone interview. After
this we called them to set a date for the interview. Two companies declined to
answer. Two companies preferred to answer by writing. With 4 companies it was
impossible to contact or set a date for the phone interview. We completed 15
phone interviews. Took notes on paper and transferred these to the excel in
English.
With many of the companies many phone calls were needed until we found the
right person to talk to and the right time to reach them. It was a time and labourintensive process.

4.5. What is your general impression:
4.5.1. What are the major reasons for producing food waste?
The major overall reason is that producers/importers are unable to foresee the
quantity they can sell. They order/produce too much – and this becomes food
waste.
 Supermarket chains give out sale forecasts but they do not take any
responsibility for the data in it. Suppliers order/produce according to these
forecasts and then the supermarket only buys a small part of forecasted
quantity – the rest is food waste.
 Cost reduction at producers often results in more food waste: e.g. because
worse quality packaging gets damaged more easily.
Food waste can be reduced eg.
 If supermarkets can provide more exact and timely data about their storage
quantities, and
 if better cooperation can be established between supermarkets and
suppliers/producers in reduced price sale of leftover stocks.

4.5.2. What are the major obstacles for getting food waste to people in
need?
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Wrong perception. Several companies state right away that they have no food
waste. It will be important to give a good definition, and also to provide an easy
questionnaire for them to be able to decide if they have food waste or not.
Lack of human resources. Donating more food waste for human consumption
often needs more human resources that is sometimes missing so food gets
dumped. E.g. in shops they have to manually check through all shelves for close
to expiry products during opening time (future solution might be all products having
an RFID label that signals if expiry close).
Regulations. Edible products are not allowed to be donated after expiry. The legal
framework needs to be changed.
4.5.3. What are those they are really interested in, keen on learning
about?
4.5.4. What are those that they already know very well and do not
need to learn about?
Most companies were interested in the possibility to share experiences of other
companies in food waste reduction and treatment. So we should think about not
only online training, explore opportunities to go personal in participating countries.
The online training may be interesting for store managers of supermarket chains
(they have compulsory e-learning classes anyway, this can be added to the
menu).
Mostly they know laws and regulations (accounting, food safety etc.). Information
about how to monitor charities and how to manage the contact with them might be
more valuable than legal and financial info.
Other important/interesting points:
 The larger the company, the smaller the possibility that one person can
reply all our questions – different person for waste and different for
donations. Different people need different type of information through the
training – it will be worth to develop modules according to who will need the
information.
 Donor companies would like to see better where the products end up. Give
them photos and information when reports are cross checked or when there
is special audit done.
 Put the entire Foodbank reporting process and administration online to
increase transparency towards donors.
 Good practice: Piros Kockás (main product: sweet milk product with 21
days expiry). If 5-6 days remain only they sell it on reduced price to
canteens, or give it to child institutions for marketing purposes. They do not
have any food waste at all (in the retail work processes).
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 Another important aspect: on what price do companies account for donated
food: production cost, purchasing price etc. Do they calculate at all? This
might influence food saving practices.
 Check in Hungary whether environmental product fee has to be paid after
donated food products.
 Check in Hungary: VAT does not need to be paid if product that is taken
back is given directly for donation (visszáruként direkt adományozás). Tax
cut is given is charities does not have profitmaking activities. (Storck)
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